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Pwtly cloudy and cool today and
tonight. High 60.
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Wednesday, September 25,1985

Tax study unveiled
Reagan says new program will spur growth
ATHENS, Tenn. (AP) - President Reagan unveiled a new study of his tax overhaul plan
Sesterday, saving it showed each American
Busehold would eventually gain about $800 a year
if his proposal is implemented.
Calling his struggle with a reluctant Congress
over the tax bill "a kind of drama, with good guys
and bad guys and even a damsel in distress,"
Reagan asked members of his audience, "Do you
find our present (tax) system utterly disgusting
and demoralizing?"
"Yes." the crowd replied.
"Well. I'm with you, said the president.
"The heroes are the citizens across this country
who are asking for tax justice," Reagan said.
"The villains are the special interests -the 'I got
mine' gang. And the damsel in distress?
"A lass named Endless Economic Growth
who's tied to the tracks and struggling to break
free."
Referring to the study in his speech at the
McMinn County Courthouse in Athens, Reagan
said his economic advisers told him the growth
inspired by the tax changes "should create the
equivalent of almost four million new full-time
jobs they found that personal economic gain for
each household wll be about $600 a year.'*
"THE TRUTH is our plan will ultimately bring
a heck of a lot more money into the government,
Reagan said. "One reason is that every time we
cut tax rates in one area - say on capital gains -we

bring in more capital gains tax revenues because
the cut in rates stimulates economic activity."
As Reagan began a two-stop visit to eastern
Tennessee on his weekly trip out of Washington to
campaign for the tax bill, the White House issued
a rosy new assessment of the plan drawn up by the
President's Council of Economic Advisers. It
predicted the proposed overhaul of the federal
income tax system ultimately could boost the
gross national product by as much as 3.2 percent.
The council, whose forecasts of economic
growth during the Reagan administration have
proved over-optimistic in the past, acknowledged
that its tax study projections should be viewed as
Elausible outcomes rather than as precise predicons."
Nonetheless, according to a summary released
by the White House, the administration economists said Reagan's tax plan "will increase
incentives to work and invest while reducing
preferential treatment for certain forms of consumption and reducing incentives to cheat on
taxes."
IT SAID the predicted gains' 'may take 10 years
to become fully effective" but might eventually
have "the same value as a $600 to $900 per year
inflation-indexed perpetuity for each American
household."
Congressional leaders have expressed skepticism that both the House and Senate can agree on
a tax bill before the end of the year.

Classified employees
form new committee
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Nineteen classified employees
were named yesterday to a committee to restructure the University's classified staff pay
system.
The committee will work with
the administration to change the
schedule which determines the
wage or salary for each classified staff position.
The group will work with Karl
Vogt, vice-president for operations, Richard Rehmer, personnel director, and Inghram
Milliron, management support
services director, in developing
a new pay schedule.
The committee was one of a
list of goals for the 1965-86 academic year developed by the
Classified Staff Council at its
Sept. 17 meeting. The committee
was first proposed over the sum-

mer "as soon as House Bill 309
was somewhat guaranteed to
pass," said Dave Maley, former
council chairman.
House Bill 309 tu passed by
Ohio's General Assembly in
July. It allows state universities
in Ohio to change their pay
structures without permission
from the state legislature. The
■ Inter-University Council of
Presidents, headed at the time
by University President Paul
Olscamp, lobbied heavily for the
bill.
The following classified staff
members were named to the
committee: John Beck, maintenance electrician; Sharon
Bishop, custodian; Robert Fyfe,
programmer/analyst, Computer Services; Alice Hagemeyer, secretary, Academic
Budget and Planning; Larry
Holland, storekeeper, Inventory

Management; Cindy Koontz, account clerk, Bursar's Office;
George Petkwitz, food service
manager; Christine Plotts, cataloging associate, Jerome library; Richard Sandford,
software specialist, Computer
Services; Christine Sexton,
WBGU-TV.
Harriette Sockrider, clerical
supervisor, Housing; Charlotte
Starnes, sergeant, Public
Safety; Lois Jean Yarnell, director, Parking Services; Gloria
Sponsler, budget/management
analyst, Alumni and Development; Jan Ruffner, clerical
specialist, Purchasing; Linda
Kidd, account clerk, Athletics;
F, Jeannine Edwards, secretary, community services, Firelands; Margaret Barbour,
secretary, Firelands and Judy
Hagemann, account clerk, Academic Budgets.

Where's the price?
BG NewS/joe Pheian
Danielle Oleksyk. sophomore marketing major, and Katfe Neth, sophomore political science major,
browse through the houseplants at the (JAO Plant Sale. The sale will continue in the Promanade Lounge
of the Union 9 a.m.to 5 p.m. today and tomorrow.

Sexual battery reported
An incident of sexual battery
was reported to Public Safety
Monday night by a young
woman, according to Dean Gerkens, manager ofthe University
police division.
The woman, who refused to be
identified and refused to file a

Ex-hostage addresses group
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

Elections for district representatives to the Undergraduate Student
Government are being held
today.
Seventeen candidates are
running for five off-campus
and five on-campus representative seats.
Students may vote from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Union
Oval and from 5:30 p.m. to 10
p.m. at the Jerome Library,
valid photo identification
must be presented in order to
vote.
"Students may only vote
for those candidates who are
running in their districts,"
said Tom Perusek, chairman
of the USG Elections and
Opinions Board. "Ballots will
be color-coded by district and
everything
will be double
checked.,T

BG News/Joe Pheian

BUI Niehous
"If we give in to terrorist organizations, we are just giving them
a chance to attack again and
again," the former hostage said.
"I think retaliation is the only
answer (to terrorism). Some
attempt must be made to identify the group and people in-

volved in the terrorist act and
then there must be some form of
retaliation against them," Niehous said.
Niehous also favors news
blackouts so that terrorist
groups do not gain the publicity
they seek. The group which held

him attained tremendous publicity in Venezuela and "Niehous"
became a household word as the
press followed his captive situation, he said.
THE COMMUNIST group
which held Niehous demanded
• See Hostage, page 3.

ation Center and the Moore Musical Arts Building.
Gerkens said the woman described the attacker as Caucasian, between 6-foot and 6-foot-2,
slim and clean shaven.
The police have no suspects,
Gerkens said.

Polls open for
CISG elections
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

On Feb. 25,1979, Bill Niehous
was taken from his home in
Venezuela by seven armed men.
He was released three years,
four months and three days
later.
Niehous, who spoke Monday
night in West Half at a meeting
of the Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi,
was a North American executive at the Venezuelan location
of Owens-Illinois and had only
been in the country a year before he was abducted. Neibous
said he was not sure why he had
been kidnapped and called it a
case of "being at the wrong
place at the wrong time."
"I was one of the first people
to go through this kind of experience," Niehous said.
Many others have followed.
THE REV. Benjamin Weir
was released Saturday, Sept. 14
after being held hostage for 16
months in Lebanon. The Presbyterian minister was kidnap• r terrorists May 8,1984, In
There are six remaining
American captives in Lebanon.
According to Associated Press
wire reports, Weir said the terrorists who held him captive
were ready to kidnap other
Americans and execute the remaining six hostages if their
demand that. 17 prisoners in Kuwait be released were not met.
According to Niehous, nothing
should be acme by governments
that will satisfy terrorist de-

formal complaint, told police the
attack took place between 8:30
p.m. and 9 p.m. According to
police, the woman waited until
11:30 p.m. to report the crime.
The woman told police she
was attacked somewhere in the
area between the Student Recre-

HE SAID students can find
out what district they live in
by looking at maps of the
districts posted in residence
halls, or by asking when they
get to polls.
Candidates for on-campus
representatives, by district,
are:
• District One: Dean Berish
and Ann Baker.
• District Two: Gina Willis
and Julie Dalton.
• District Three: Dennis
Vicchiarelli, Troy Greenwalt,

Brian Tietje and Michael
Czech.
• District Four: Barry
Wurgler.
• District Five: Lincoln Davis, Melanie Olivieri and Lori
Groene.
Candidates for off-campus
representatives are Matt
Shull, Ed Snodgrass, Timothy
Norris, Laurie Verbosky and
Jackie Curran.
Provisions have also been
made for write-in candidates,
Perusek said.
"If a write-in candidate
wins a district, after the election we will check to see that
he is in good academic standing with the University," he
said. "If he is not, he will be
disqualified and the runnerup will win."
OFFICIAL CANDIDATES
have already met academic
standards, he said.
To ensure that students do
not vote twice, both the ballot
box and the identification
book will be moved from the
Union to the library after the
Union poll closes. After the
polls close, ballots will be
counted by the seven members of the USG Elections and
Opinions Board.
Results of the election will
be announced at a press conference on Thursday at 1 p.m
in the Student Court Room in
the Student Services Building.

Editorial
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Playboy reaches middle age

Stop apathy
Today's district representative elections for Undergraduate Student Government will showcase a perennial problem that colleges across the
nation face - student apathy.
After the ballots are tallied, representatives will
have been chosen to their respective districts by a
minuscule percentage of the student body.
Past elections have shown such anemic turnout.
Last year's representative elections interested
only 246 students at the University. That's a drop in
the bucket when you consider that about 17,000
students attend the University.
In District 1, which includes Offenhauer Towers
and McDonald East and North, only nine people
cast ballots last year.
We think such disregard for representation is
deplorable.
But apathy seems to reach past the prospective
voter. Sometimes there are not even enough students willing to run for positions in USG.
Today, only 17 students are running for 10 representative positions. The District 4 position has
attracted just one candidate.
What is surprising is that students apparently fail
to see the need for representation.
Do they realize that USG is their only representation to many organizations and committees on
campus?
Perhaps they have already forgotten that some
students turned to USG for help last vear when
disciplinary policies in the Harsnman Quadrangle
seemed severe. And USG hebed.
And maybe they don't realize USG was instrumental in getting picture identification cards,
which many students said they wanted.
This apathy problem can change, though.
If students open tneir eyes to campus issues and
take an active voice in them by either running for a
position in USG or voting for a representative, then
the "I don't care" attitude may finally disappear.
Voting today would be a good first step.

Now is the time
to get involved
by Mike McGr—vey
The total college experience
consists of several components.
One component is academics.
Even though this is a very important part, much of what you
will learn in college will not be
found in the classrooms or the
textbooks. It will be found in the
people that influence you and
the experiences you will have.
Bowling Green State University, with its many clubs, organizations and activities, offers
students endless opportunities
for experience. Any student that
claims they cannot find something of interest has not ex?lored all that is available. Over
SO clubs and organizations, including academic-related organizations, music, theater,
culture, athletic, recreational,
greek life, student government
and many others are available.
These will offer the opportunity to apply educationally related skills such as
communication, writing, organizational, administrative and
others practical to individual
career goals.
You can grow and develop
through leadership, time-management, self-discipline and by
making new friends and participating in new experiences. Any
student interested in obtaining
more information can contact
the Office of Student Activities,
watch the BG News and other
publications, or consult campus
bulletin boards.
Through campus involvement, you can fulfill a major
component of receiving the total
college experience.
Another important part is be-

coming aware of the issues concerning and effecting you. If you
have an opinion or concern on
something, write a letter to the
editor, consult the related
source, or contact a student representative.
As students at the University,
we have student representation,
through the Undergraduate Student Government, on virtually
every decision-making committee including Faculty Senate
and The Board of Trustees.
Your student government is
working to represent you, but
can only be as strong as the
input they receive. Today you
have an opportunity to voice
your opinion. Elections for on
and off-campus district representatives are being held. The
polls will be open at the Union
Oval from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and at
the Library from 5:30 to 10 p.m.
All you need to vote is a valid
picture 10 and a couple of minutes. These elected representatives are your voting voice.
Bowling Green State University, as an educational institution, has the obligation to us as
students to provide us with the
knowledge and an atmosphere
of learning. We have the responsibility to ourselves to take advantage of this and hold the
administration and faculty to
theirs. This can only happen
through voicing opinions, comments, and concerns on issues
affecting us as students.
Get involved in your college
experience and get the most out
of It!
McGreevey is president of the
Undergraduate Student Government.
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by George Will
When the French Revolution
passed from its first frenzy into
a slightly less intense stage, it
entered what historians nave
called the "Thermidor" period,
named for the month In the
French Revolutionary calendar
when Robespierre fell. Judging
by Playboy magazine, the sexual revolution Has entered its
Thermidor period.
The front cover of the September issue features a woman's
face and not much else of her.
She is demure enough for the
cover of Popular Mechanics.
But the back cover contains an
ad featuring a crouching woman
in a wet bathing suit. She stares
out like a hungry cheetah ready
to pounce over the large type
that commands, "Light my
Lucky." When the ads of Playboy's back cover carry more
sexual wallop than the front
cover, the magazine has entered
middle age. Time was when
Playboy's ethos communicated
the message that middle age is a
social disease.
In the 1950s the mere mention
of Playboy produced sharp intakes of breath and pursing of
lips. Today the magazine faces
the tricky task of adjusting to
altered values that it has been
instrumental in altering. The
supervisor of this tradition sits
in a corner office filled with
editorial clutter and overlooking
Michigan Avenue's "Magnificent Mile." She is wearing a
severe black suit, an electric
pink blouse and a cameo brooch
that looks Victorian. She is not
Victorian, that is.
Christie Hefner, 32, is slightly
older than the magazine that
generates $120 million of the $200
million revenues of Playboy Enterprises. Long ago Playboy's
founding father decamped from
the Chicago headquarters, going
to earth in Los Angeles and
taking up the arduous business
of eating lotuses full-time. His
daughter looks as though she
dines exclusively on nouvellecousine portions of whatever she
eats. What there is of her slender self is fetching, but hers is
not the, shall we say, pneumatic
style of female form preferred
by Playboy readers.
She wants Playboy to become
a magazine people will put on

the coffee table "next to
Forbes." The domestication of
Playboy may be evident in the
fact that more people now get
Playboy by subscription than
buy it at newsstands.
She regards the magazine's
rabbit logo tolerantly But dismissively as "institutional kltschiness. She hopes to give the
magazine an elan suitable for
people like her, who "grew up
with the world Playboy made.''
Citing what Kinsey reported
about Americans nearly 40
years ago, she argues that the
sexual revolution has been more
in attitudes than behavior.
In 1948, Kinsey, another Midwestern revolutionary (he
taught at Indiana University in
Bloomingtonl, published the
Brat volume of his "report."
Writing with the cool immersion
in detail appropriate to a zoologist, which he was, he showed
that Americans were sexually
.. .well, busy. He seems to have
been startled that people were
shocked by his statistician's
tone of voice when he said things
like: It is not surprising that
some teen-agers are sexually
active, considering that there
are 450,000 instances of sexual
intercourse among residents of

Indiana each week.
But decorousness was in vogue at a time when the New
York Times changed an advertisement for "naughty but nice"
lingerie to "Paris-inspired - but
so nice." And a nightclub advertisement of "50 of the hottest
girls this side of hell" became
"50 of the most alluring maidens
this side of paradise." Four
years later, Playboy came hopping along and decorum has not
been the same.
Playboy, says Ms. Hefner,
was from the start concerned
with "whatever lifestyle was
called before we called it lifestyle." We called it consumption, which Playboy has treated
as a semi-erotic activity. But the
most dated aspect of Playboy is
its relentlessly liberal politics,
which resembles the young
Marx as misread by the old
Mailer.
Two of the entrepreneurial
brainstorms of the postwar
world - McDonald's and Playboy - began in Chicago. Both are
monuments to monomania Ray Kroc's focus on one kind of
appetite, Hugh Hefner's on another. Why does Chicago loom so
large as the incubator of mar-

keting prodigies? Chicago grew
to greatness as a railhead and as
a butcher of animals that came
by rail. Today it is a splendid
blend of the elemental and elegant, with perhaps the nation's
finest university, art museum
and symphony. But McDonald's
and Playboy pertain to the less
delicate, more universal and
insistent imperatives.
Playboy, with its leavening of
literature, is like a city in that it
has a high ratio of low to elevated concerns - more commerce than cathedrals. To Ms.
Hefner's credit, she disdains
emulating those magazines that
began in emulation of Playboy
and now must try to titillate a
Jaded society that has millions
of videocassette players pumping X-rated movies into living
rooms.
Poor Penthouse, desperately
seeking ways to disregard standards In a society where standards are thin on the ground.
Iconoclasm is hard labor when
you are ankle deep in the dust of
smashed icons.
Will is a syndicated columnist
for the Washington Post Writers
Group.

Letters
Sanctions may work
against South Africa
Recently, George Will and
Jonatbon Rohdes put forward
convincing arguments that
sanctions against South Africa
would not work.
Mr. Will said that sanctions
would help fuel South Africa's
determination to be self-sufficient, saying South Africa has
been able to develop a new
method for extracting petroleum products from coal as a
result of an oil embargo. But
South Africa could not have developed that or any other technological process without
substantial Western support. If
the West really means to cut off
the umbilical cord that supports
apartheid, it should be more
forthright in its implementation
of sanctions instead of deceiving
the rest of the world into believing there is sanctions when in
fact there is none.
Mr. Rohdes should realize that
there is a lot about South Africa
that concerns the rest of the
world. No country can be an
island of its own in today's world
and if that country, as is the case
with South Africa, is practicing
racist policies that tend to deprive human beings their fundamental human rights, then what
happens there becomes the concern of all. It cannot be argued,
as Mr. Rohdes seems to want us
to do, that two wrongs would
make a right It is a non-sequitur. That the United States practices some discrimination here
does not mean that the United
States should stand by unconcerned when apartheid is being
practiced in South Africa. I have
yet to find a nation where there
U no discrimination. In fact, I
know of no human being that
does not discriminate. In apartheid, we are talking of a different sort, incomparable with
what can be found in any part of
the planet.
It is my conviction that sanctions would work if they axe
sincerely invoked. The fact is
that sanctions would lead the
whites to use their votes in the
South African parliament, to

change the system. There lies
the hope of all well-meaning
individuals who are clamoring
for sanctions. But my guess is
that it is already too late because the children of Azaniah
are now ready to free themselves from the clutches of the
white racists, and sanctions or
no sanctions, apartheid's knell
has already knolled. It is now
only a matter of time.
' ,
Philip A. Ikomi
ntfraxee. Apt 17-B

Bowling Green cops
too harsh at party
I hadn't noticed any particular
problems last year, but this year
It appears to me that the Bowling Green police officers seem to
be "feeling their oats" a bit too
much.
The problem came to my attention when I was at a small
party on North Prospect. This
party consisted of one keg and
about 40 people. At about 10:30
p.m., five police cars came to
break up this "wild" party.
When the man who was having
the party asked an officer why
be came to break up the party,
the officer said somebody had
complained. The man asked the
officer who complained and the
officer simply responded, "I
don't know.*
What efficiency! I think the
point here is that the police were
faying to vent their frustrations

BLOOM COUNTY
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on the little parties because they
could do nothing about the big
ones.
John Webb
517 E. Reed St.

with instructions; why not a
phone? So far the only thing they
have done efficiently is fall off
the wall!
We would appreciate some
information pretty darn quick.
Lisa Guenther
9M Offenhauer East
JUlBoehler
M7 Offenhauer East

New phone system
still a big mystery
We'd like to know the answers
to Bowling Green's big questions: How do our phones work?
What magnificent features do
our new AT&T phones possess?
There have been rumors that
the phones have memory redial
which would let a person push a
single button to call the previous
number dialed. What button
triggers this great feature?
Another rumor is that we have
call forwarding. This would enable us to transfer our calls to
another number. A friend of
ours used it and it worked, but
she isn't even sure how she did
it
We've also heard the phones
have three-way calling. This
might come in handy studying.
But if this is true, how do we use
this feature? We would like to
know.
What is the deal? We feel we
have a right to know bow our
phones work and how to operate
them. We have seen no pamphlets; AT&T hasn't bothered to
offer us any information.
Even the simplest toy comes

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
Letters to the editor should
not be longer than 200 words
and columns should not be
longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or llbelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation, and opinions
printed do not necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
III West Hall
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New Ohio seatbelt bill
faces uncertain future
by Brian R. Ball

copy editor
The chairman of the state
House Highway and Highway
Safety Committee said the mandatory seatbelt bill might have a
tough time passing when the
General Assembly reconvenes
in November, while a lieutenant
for the Michigan State Police
said their recently enacted law
already has dramatically decreased traffic fatalities.
The chairman, Arthur R. Bowers, D-96, said Monday that Senate Bill 54 was reported out of
the highway committee by a 10-4
vote in late May to the House
Rules Committee. But with
strong opposition that almost
defeated the bill in the Senate,
which narrowly passed the bill
17-16 on May 7, Bowers said the
measure was not put up for a
floor vote at the end of last
session and might not get to the
floor of the House during its next
session.
"PERSONALLY, I don't think
we have enough votes to pass the
bill," he said.
Bowers will conduct a poll
among House members when
they return in November. "If I
feel it is close," he said, "I'll
have the speaker (Vern Riffe, D89)put it on the agenda."
The bill, if passed, would require everyone in the car to
buckle up and sentence violators
to a $10 fine or viewing of a
safety film on seatbelts. Citations would be issued only as
secondary enforcement, which
means the violators must have
been pulled over for another
traffic violation.

Bowers said he needs a majority of the 99 House members to
support the measure for it to
become law. "If I find 50, 51, 52
members then I'll get it on the
floor right away.
"In the meantime ... there
are people getting injured and
killed. There is just no doubt
that seatbelts save lives," he
said.
The bill was not a partisan
issue and most legislators
Xinst the bill are concerned
ut violating people's individual rights, he said.
WHILE SENATE bill 54 may
or may not become law, Michigan's mandatory seatbelt law
already has had a dramatic impact on traffic safety since it
went into effect July 1, officials
say.
Initial figures indicate the law
has led to a decline in serious
injuries and deaths, said Lt.
James C. Downer, accident analyst for the Michigan State Police.
There were 50 more fatalities
in the period Jan. 1 to June 30
than in the same period in 1984,
Downer said. By the end of August, the fatalities were running
about 50 behind the 1964 rate.
"We speculate that the seatbealt law will result in a decrease of 300 fatalities," he said,
adding the figure might be
higher should the decline in
deaths continue at the present
rate. Michigan had 1,556 traffic
fatalities last year, which also
included pedestrian and motorcycle deaths.
Downer said he didn't know of
any other significant changes,
such as decreased traffic or a

Photo/Jacquie Pearson

Would you like a Testament?

Willard Richer, of Wauseon, gives New Testaments to Cheryl
Klingshinn, freshman elementary education major and Jennifer Moorman, freshman business major. About 40 members
of the Gideon International Association gave out 9,000 books on
campus yesterday.

PLANT
SALE

Pizza • Pasta • Subs
Free deiivnrv mar mm.

945 S.Maln

• From page 1.
the publication of their manifesto, the delivery of care packages to needy families and the
payment of $100 by Owens Illinois to each of its Venezuelan
employees, which the company
paid, Niehous said.
The Venezuelan government
did not permit the publication of
the terrorists' manifesto or the
distribution of care packages so
the group changed to strictly
economic demands, Neihous
said. They asked for $3^ million
for Niehous's release and then
dropped to half a million when
their demands were not met and
then raised the amount again.
"I was worth $7tt million at
the time of my release," Niehous said.
During his 40 months of captivity. Niehous said he was kept
outside in the jungle and chained
to a tree.
"You can't fight your way out
of the jungle when you are
chained to a tree. I took it
calmly and didn't insult my captors or try to punch them,"
Niehous said.
The guards were all young,
between 18 and 25, and for the
whole time of his capture, Niehous said he never saw a human
face because they always wore
masks.
"I was not physically tortured, and I think I came
through it all mentally OK," he
said.

different law, that could have
expalined the statistics.
While the figures aren't necessarily conclusive, Downer
said be thinks the results will
survive closer scrutiny.
"THE PRELIMINARY results are so dramatic I have no
doubt that when the scie ntific
evaluations are completed ...
they will show a significant decline" in the number of deaths
and serious injuries, he said.
Michigan's law sets a $15 fine
for those not wearing seatbelts
in the front seats. After January
1, the fine increases to $25. Like
Ohio's proposed law, Downers
said, the offense is a secondary
violation.
More than 1,000 tickets and 2,000 warnings were issued by the
Michigan state police during
July, a figure that does not include citations issued by local
police and county sheriffs, he
said.
Usage of seatbelts has gone up
from 19 percent to 60 percent
since July 1, he said. The state
e would like it to increase to
cent by the end of the year,
he said, adding the figure should
increase as people get in the
habit of using seatbelts.
Sgt. Larry G. Woolum, an
Ohio State Highway Patrol officer stationed in Toledo, said
most people killed in traffic accidents in Ohio don't wear seatbelts.
For the eight-month period
Jan. 1, 1965 to Aug. 31, 1965,
about 93 percent of the 637 available seatbelts were not used.
About 95 percent weren't used
for the same period in 1984, he
said.

Poglloi's
V^- Pizza,*-

Hostage

352 7571

Tuesday, Sept. 24 Thursday, Sept. 26

Free 32 oz.
Mug of Coke
with any 7" Sub

Try our fabulous subs and keep (his 32 oz. plastic collectors Coke Mu|
full of Coke free. Offer limited while supplies laM.

PAGLIAIS

• • •

Wc Ddiver

For Parent's Weekend...

REC-YOUR-PARENT

from $1.50 ■ $15.00

4

Free quart of
Coke with any Large Pizza

oi G'eaiei fmeOu

75* Guest Pass for each
parent and sibling
Effective Parent's Weekend
Friday, Sept. 27
4:00 p.m.
thru Sunday, Sept. 29

Promenade Lounge
2"" floor, Union
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Free Delivery w/coupon

United Way

*
ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA * ATA » ATA * ATA ' ATA • ATA » ATA » ATA * ATA » ATA « ATA • ATA » ATA

352-7571 J

Delta Tau Delta is Proud to Announce
Their Outstanding Fall Pledge Class
Brian Bell
Mike Chew
John Dech
Nick Fortine
Sean Harriel
Kris Hosick
Carl Holmberg
Rich Horvanec
Different!
Rod Kremer
GaryKuns
Lance Meller
Rich Metzger
Scott Miller
PE: BradOatman
PT: RodKisor

AN ALL-CAMPUS
HAPPENING

FALCONS » AKRON
SATURDAY
1:30

Mark Munneke
Matt Munneke
Jim Obney
Eric Roush
Jon Rowling
Eric Schmidt
Jack Thomas
Chris VanLokeren
Brian Wagoner
Mark Wagoner
Steve Willis
Scott Wucher

The Tradition of Excellence Lives On!
AT A. ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA » ATA « ATA • ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA » ATA • ATA •
"■"*
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—
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City businesses display wares Quarry attracts
Local industries
showcased for
community

sun, fun seekers
by Valeric Lonero
reporter

by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

Several businesses and industries set up shop in Veterans
Memorial Hall in City Park yesterday today to take part in the
first Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce Business/Industry
Show.
"It's an opportunity for the
chamber to showcase business
and industry in town to the community at Uwge," said Sheilah
Fulton, vice president of the
Chamber of Commerce.
"It's also an opportunity for
business employees to meet
each other and share ideas,"
Fulton said.
There are 22 businesses and
industries that have exhibits at
the show, which is being held
both days from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
she said. It is free and open to
the public.
Fulton didn't know the breakdown of businesses and industries, but said most industries in
Bowling Green are represented.
The Business/Industry Show
benefits the companies' exhibiting, and also the Chamber of

r

BG News/Joe PheUn
Danielle Browne, 10, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don and Diane Browne of Bowling Green, checks out the
working model of a coolant filtration system at the Henry Filters Inc. booth.

Commerce, Fulton said.

helps show Bowling Green residents what it does.

"One of the benefits for the
chamber is ... it gives the
chamber a way to bring business and people together." She
said it also brings attention to
the Chamber of Commerce and

Fulton said many residents
aren't familiar with the businesses in the city.
Some of the businesses and

industries represented were the
University, Henry's Filters, Tonaco Inc., Koehler Auto Stop and
Muffler Shops, Cast Masters,
Jeff Rice Quick Print and TSquare Graphics, the Bowling
Green Sentinel-Tribune and the
Wall Street Journal.

American rtoart

SPAssociation

The SRC Needs Your Help!
Volunteers are needed for the
7h Annual Triathlon
(

OOPS!

J

0j^ Student Recreation Center

Meetings: Tues.9 October 1
7:30 p.m.
Wed., October 2
9:0O p.m.
Location: SRC Conference Room
Must atttend one meeting
Contact Michelle Harder or Larry McDonald
with questions 372-2711

ELECTIONS '85
Voting for undergraduate student government onand off-campus District Representatives
Elections on Wednesday, September 25
Union Oval
9:00 - 5:00

(In case of rain. Union Foyer)
Library
5:30-10:00 p.m.

The University
Activities
Organization
would like to
apologize for
leaving out the
following contributors to
Fall Fest:
AAyle's
Pagliai's
Pisanello's
Dexters
Rudy's Hot Dogs
Thank you
for your
generous
contributions!

VOTE TODAY!!
I VALUABLE COUPON I

I TWO MEPIUM
PIZZAS
"our super everything pizza"
I 10 toppings for only
I
I
Valid with coupon at
participating Little Caesars
Carry out orvy One
coupon pe* customer

<*»• 10/1/85

o/oo u/i
loppings include p#pp»«onl. ham. bacon, ground beef. Italian
sausage, mushrooms, green peppers, onions Hot peppers and
anchovtet upon request (NO SUBSmuTIONS)

I

I

112 Mercer St., Bowling Green, OH
354-6500

THIS TUESDAY IS rf^y

Cold weather may be Just
around the corner but that
doesn't mean summer fan
must stop.
Less than two miles outside
of Bowling Green, the Portage Quarry, a small vacation
hot spot, offers camping,
swimming, picnicking and
scuba diving.
Jeff Rice, a resident of
Bowling Green and owner of
Quick Print at HI S. Main,
runs the quarry and says
many people are unaware of
its existence.
"Scuba diving is a big attraction at the quarry because the water is super clean
and has great visibility,"
Rice said.
In the 1940s, the quarry was
mined for stone by the wood
County Stone Company. The
quarry is 75 feet deep in the
diving area and shallow in the
beach area.
Sberri Haggerty, a gatekeeper at the quarry said
"tons" of scuba divers come
to the quarry.
"On a nice day we may
have 100 to ISO scuba divers
waiting in line to enter the
quarry," she said.
RICE SAID divers come
from all over to the spring-fed
quarry.
"Toe Ohio Scuba Divers
Association has voted Portage Quarry as one of the
cleanest bodies of water,"
Rice said.
For those who enjoy camping, Portage Quarry facilitates campers with weekend
get-aways.
"Campers can stay from

Dateline
Wed., Sept. 25
Student IDs - All students with
last names N through S must get
their photographs taken today
for university identification
cards. Photos will be taken from
10 a.m. to ( p.m. in the Racket
Room of the Recreation Center.
Students must present one of the
following: a valid driver's license, a state photo identification card, a birth certificate or a
Exhibition - The annual
BGSU School of Art Faculty
Exhibition continues through
Oct. 13 at the BGSU Fine Arts
^«=

=*#■

Friday to Sunday for under
$10," haggerty said.
Rice became interested in
the quarry through his experience in scuba diving.
"When I first saw the
Juarry it needed a lot of help,
took the lease over in 1979
and two years later, die
auarry was in working condjon " Rice said.
"Originally I wanted the
quarry for the enjoyment of
my friends and family but
then I decided to put it into a
full-time business," he said.
"I enjoy running the
quarry. It's a great get-away
and there's plenty to do/'
Rice said.
Haggerty said the customers seem to enjoy the laidback atmosphere.
"There's a picnic and
beach area equipped with intertubes, horseshoes and volleyball nets," Haggerty said.
ORGANIZATIONS can rent
the quarry for parties as long
as a security deposit is provided. Glass bottles are prohibited on the grounds.
The cost to enter the
quarry, which is located
about ltt miles south of town
on Route 25, is $2. The quarry
is open from 9 a.m to 9 p.m.
on the weekerids until December and will be open "if the
population is there" on
weather-permitting weekdays. Rice said.
The most important advice
Rice said he could give about
the quarry is "don't run into
the water."
"There's a lot of underwater obstructions and stones in
the quarry. If you are not
aware of the quarry, ask a life
guard."
Gallery. Admission is free. Gallery hours are 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.
Seminars in Biology -"Population dynamics and habitat
associations of shrubsteppe
birds," will be presented by
John Rotenberry, BGSU, and
' r the Department of
ciences at the UniDateline, a daily service of OK
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome
and must be turned in typed and
double-spaced one week prior to
the event.

■Mi

PHEASANT ROOM
LUNCH AND DINNER
Mon.-Fri.
11:30 a.m. • 1:30 p.m.
Mon. • Thurs.
4:30 p.m. • 7 p.m.
Sal.
Cloud
Sun.
Noon - 2 p.m.

Specials
Mon.

CHICKEN PAPRIKASH WITH NOODLE
AND VEGETABLE.

$2."

Toes.

EGG FOO YOUNG WITH FRIED RICE.

2."

Wed.

SPAGHETTI WITH GARLIC BREAD
AND CHEESE. ALL YOU CAN EAT.

2."

Thurs.

BAR B Q RIBS ALL YOU CAN EAT
WITH ROLL AND VEGETABLE.

3."

1

|ZBT»ZBT»ZBT«ZBT*ZBT»ZBT«ZBT»ZBT«ZBT«ZBT«ZBT»ZBT
Fri.

DEEP FRIED SHRIMP, COLE SLAW.
3."
FRENCH FRIES.
EVERY DAY WE WILL HAVE A 4 VEGETABLE PLATE FOR $3"

ZETA BETA TAU FRATERNITY

Proudly Announces
It's Fall Pledge Class
Soori Ahamparam
Roger Shope
Randy Saunders
Kevin Benson
Scott Gray
Jerry Kaiser
Al Andujak
Mark Blasiman

Rob Foracker
Nelson Taylor
Mark Stoll
Bruce McCartney
Nathan Bevard
Steve Howe
Antoinee Seferian
Tony Slattery

And Congratulates It's
New Actives
Dan Dokmanovich Todd Russell
Jeff Godlewski
Jeff Rostl
Dave Maxpiner Mike Barley

Buy A Sandwich. Grt IderttlcaJ S.mrtwirli FREE'

Z3rt>ZBT«ZBT«ZBT*

!■■>■'

■m*

Join in the Fun and Fellowship
at

COMMUNITY DAY '85
Sunday, September 29,1985
1 - 6 p.m.
City Park
*AAusic*Contests*Games*Food
*BSGU Displays/Exhibits
*Hot Air Balloon Lift Off
"Talent Show*Wagon Rides
'Crafts Displays and Sales
Most events free
Open to the public:•$

m

Elsewhere
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Welcome Back!

News Briefs
Man committed for threat

Thousands flee city

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - A man accused of
threatening to kill President Reagan has been
committed to a mental hospital.
U.S. Magistrate George Juba committed Jared
Johnson, 31, of Portland on Monday after a
psychiatrist said Johnson was mentally incompetent to face trial.
^^
Juba ordered Johnson to remain at a federal
hospital at Springfield, Mo., for four months, at
which time he will be re-evaluated to determine
his ability to stand trial. Threatening to kill the
president is a felony punishable by five years in
prison.

MEXICO CITY (AP) - Thousands fled the city
yesterday, fearing disease from polluted water
and decaying bodies, after an earthquake that has
left over a thousand people missing. Others
watched rescuers pull survivors from earthquake
debris that had imprisoned them for days, praying to see relatives.

B.G.S.U.
STUDENTS,
Go Krogering

Workers dug and listened on ultra-sound equipment, specially trained dogs sniffed and pawed in
the desperate effort to find the estimated 1,500
people still buried before it is too late.
Cheers are raised for every victory, when
someone who thought his trap was his grave is
pulled to safety.

Jackson County seeks tax

Not even disaster can change fundamental
human behavior: Teams digging through the
rubble of an apartment building reached a 70year-old woman, but she refused at first to come
out "because I am naked and people are going to
think I have no shame."

COLUMBUS (AP) - Jackson County Commissioner Edward Michael said yesterday he will call
for an eighth vote on an emergency county sales
tax to help keep the county afloat financially
through the end of the year.
The State Controlling Board on Monday indefinitely tabled Jackson County's request for a $262,
500 loan. Controlling Board president Terry
Thomas said he doubts the board will bring up the
request again.
That decision means the county must turn to
local sources for funding as it struggles with a
$300,000 deficit that has already f orcedlayoffs and
closed offices in the southern Ohio county of
29,000.

GOLDEN
BANANAS

The latest official count put the death toll at
3.000 from the two major earthquakes that struck
the heart of the city last Thursday and Friday.

'Star Wars' plan inrnerfect

ll-ii
■•ttlii
POM*

WASHINGTON (AP) - Presid. . Reagan's
"Star Wars" missile defense program could "substantially increase" America's safety under certain conditions, but it will never be able to protect
the entire country from nuclear attack, science
advisers to Congress concluded yesterday.
A study by the Off ice of Technology Assessment
said the United States would need^great technical success" in its research program along with a
change in the Soviet Union's strategy to also
emphasize defense rather than offense.
A companion OTA study raised new questions
about U.S. anti-satellite, or ASAT, weapons and
cautioned that while this country may lead now in
a technology field related to Star Wars, the
Soviets are likely to catch up.
"What this means is that after spending billions
and billions of dollars, we could find that we have
bought ourselves greater instability than the
world has ever confronted in the atomic age,"
said Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., chairman of the
House Armed Services Committee.

Perry plant under inquiry
NORTH PERRY, Ohio (AP) - Amid strict
secrecy, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
investigating an allegation of criminal wrongdoing in the construction of the 18.4 billion Perry
nuclear power plant, an NRC official said.
"It was a fairly substantial allegation - it's
about the construction of the plant,' said John
Grobe, the NRC's senior resident inspector at the
plant "It's an ongoing investigation that we can't
talk about It's like a police Investigation - you
can't discuss any of it while it's in the process."
The plant's builder, the Cleveland Electric
muminaMng Co., acknowledged the NRC's investigation, butclaimed the utility is being kept in the
dark.

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED

2% L0WFAT
MILK
Ptaitie

99*

U S D A Choice Groin Fed Beel
(Sold by the Piece Only)

BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST

I

ST |

j

tmni

99'

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED \

\®

Extra Leon 100% Pure
(4-lb Pockoge or Lorger)

Student Wellness Center

D

Solod Dressing.
(Regulor or Light)

iTJ

KRAFT
MIRACLE WHIP

MORE-BEEF
GROUND BEEF

sponsoring a
fe.
\ %

WEIGHT - NUTRITION - EXERCISE CLASS

PMMT

October 2 - November 20
Wednesday Evenings
7-9 p.m.
Location: LIFE Room at SRC
Register at the SRC - $8.00

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED

<$»

SHOWS

Waterbeds • Case Goods • Accessories
Furniture For
EVERY ROOM I
Special Order Through
Our Catalog &

SAVE MUCHO
BUCKOS
(We Promise)

Thompson

SEEDLESS
WHITE GRAPES

• 305j I Pound

HAVE MOVED

BIGGER & BETTER THAN EVER
(Thanks, B.G.I)

K'ogrrG'ode "A"

MEDSUM
EGGS

29M

WATERBEDS
U

/ADDITIONAL!
I PURCHASE II

49'

NO MINIMUM PURCHISE REQUIRED
Po—*te»ed L
f4& OH Lob-t)

Frozen
(10 Lbs or Up)

GRADE "A"
TURKEY
POM*

89'

1

® CHEER
DETERGENT
42 or
loi

^177

COMPLETE BED

Silver Planer FomilyPok
(8 10 Lb Averoge)

ASSORTED
PORK CHOPS

*99.95

Poori

ANY SIZE

includes frame, heater,
liner, mattress, deck,
fill kit

1 MILE NORTH OF B.G. - Rt. 25
Lay-away For Christmas!

Yes We Have
S.S. Sheets

352-1315 N. Dixie Hwy., B.G.
Mon.-Fri. 11-8; Sat. 11-5; Sun. 12-5

l/rill'M'I^.H
iiiiiiiiinniniiimniiit
RENTING A HOME
MOVIE IS GREAT
R6SU STUDENTS!

IIIIIIUHIIII

DAILY CASSETTE DAILY
MOVIE
RECORDER
RENTALS
RENTALS

99
Each

«

'xil*i, no»M •n*noo1 H <H .*> •«• . „

M**«A«.i.|Mp,l(f.iM JO do,."<>•» oxo-.«nfv tiMtv> *J« M«(WMBK ■••— I*J«N»**I CO»*v»iGr<T f«iS TNI otHOGCR CO QUANTITY IK&MTS 0|SIRV»0 NOH V
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Head games may
be the toughest

McClure insured
for one million

.'/•^Karl's Kommcnts
by Tom Reed
assistant sports editor

Over the last three years,
some have called Bowling Green
quarterback Brian McClure
'The man with the million dollar
arm."
Now, he's got an insurance
policy to prove it.
This summer, McClure purchased a $1,000,000 policy covering a career-ending football
injury.
"If I ever got hurt and was
unable to perform the duties of a
quarterback, I would be
awarded the money," McClure
said.
For several anxious moments
last Saturday afternoon, McClure was worried he might be
cashing in on the policy this
week.
In the second quarter of the
BG-Miami game, McClure
sprained his left knee when he
was tackled while trying to
avoid a rush.
As the 6-6 senior was carted
from the field, some feared he
had suffered a serious injury.
McClure, however, may play in
Saturday's contest with Akron.
He is listed as questionable.
When most athletes are hit
hard they see stars, but not
McClure.
"When I went down, I saw
dollar signs floating everywhere, "he said jokingly.
IT'S THE chance of capturing
these big bucks, in the form of
an NFL contract, which make
some college athletes purchase
these policies.
The Ravenna native, who

y,rt

holds nearly every Mid-American Conference passing mark, is
projected as a first or second
round draft choice.

•pomxMoc

McClure is one of a small
group of players which possess a
$1,00,000 policy. Chuck Long
(Iowa), Jack Trudeau (Illinois),
and Keith Byers (Ohio State)
have similar policies ■
Last year, the Falcon football
trainers introduced McClure to
the idea of purchasing a policy.
However, it was Trudeau who,
this summer, convinced McClure the investment was worthwhile.
"Jack and I worked at a football camp together," he said.
"He said he was thinking about
getting one and it sounded like a
good idea."
After talking with his father,
McClure decided to join the million dollar fraternity. The policy
was underwritten by Lloyd's of
London. He pays a $9,500 premium.
SOME FIGURED McClure secured the policy because he was
thinking about playing for BG's
baseball team in the spring.
"It's very doubtful,'' McClure
said. "If I hurt my arm the
policy wouldn't cover it."
McClure said he receives
some ribbing from teammates
and friends over the policy.
"My roommates are always
kidding me about it," he said.
"They tell me they hope I get
hurt so we can all live it up. My
girl friend won't even wrestle
with me anymore."

THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION

MINI-COURSE
REGISTRATION
Now through Friday, Sept. 27
Sign-ups are being taken in the
UAO office, 3* floor, Union.

BG News/Kevin Hopkins

Brian McClure

7fl£t«l'4
ANY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA
$5.95
we deliver

with coupon

352-3551

Bowling Green's Brian
McClure la listed as
questionable for Saturday's
Akron game due to a left knee
injurv and his fate may rest
largely in the hands of bead
coach Denny Stolz. Yet,
something tells me that
McClure's conscience must be
having a private argument of its
own...
Brian's ego.-To play or not to
play, that is the question.
Whether 'tis nobler...
Brian's after-«wo.Stop kidding
yourself buddy. You and I both
know that you can't play against
Akron.
Ego.-Just because my knee is
sore doesn't mean I can't play.
Alter-ego :Don't be a martyr,
pal. Those jokers from Akron
know you're chasing Doug
Flutters record and would love to
be the one to turn your "aerial
pursuit" into "Trivial Pursuit."
Ego.But it's only Akron.
After-ego: That's just it. Who
cares if Bowling Green beats
Akron? The only thing that
matters this year is getting to
the California Bowl. And the
road to Fresno doesn't exactly
lead through Akron. It's not
even a conference game.
Ego: But a win is a win. We're
three-and-0 and we cant afford
to lose our momentum. It's not
like we're playing a powerhouse
or anything. I mean, if we can't
stop a Division II defensive line,
who can we stop?
A/ter«go:Ask Eastern
Michigan and Kent State. They
both got beat by a Division n
defense. In fact, Akron gave up
"zip" to Kent State. "Zip,"
that's their mascot, get It?
Sometimes I amaze myself.
£&o.Please, spare me the
puns and don't compare us to
Kent or Eastern. For crying out
loud. Kent hasn't had a passing
touchdown in 16 games. And
Eastern, well, they're Eastern. I
mean, they don't exactly strike
fear into a defensive
coordinator's heart.
Affer-£go;Well, you probably
weren't too worried about
Miami until that guy twisted
your knee like pretzel.

Who cares if
Bowling Green
beats Akron? The
only thing that
matters this year is
getting to the
California Bowl.
And the road to
Fresno doesn't
exactly lead
through Akron.
Ego:l told you before that I
had my leg planted and it just
AJter^go.Yea, right. And I'm
the Kingof Timbuktu.
Ego: That's impossible,
Timbuktu is a city, not a
country.
Alter-Ego It's you that's
impossible! Give Rick Neiman a
chance, the kid did fine against
Miami. That's it! Maybe you're
afraid that he's going to take
your Job!
Ego: And maybe I'm the King
of Timbuktu.
AtavEfro.'But it's only a city
Ego: I know, I know.
AJter-Ego.So if you're not
afraid, let the kid play. He's
been riding the pines for five
years while you've been tossing
the ball like a madman.
Ego: But it's my senior year
and Saturday is Parent's Day.
Alter-ego: So doesn't Neiman
have parents?
Ego: But there's more to it
than that.
Alter-ego: And what about the
pros? No team in the NFL is
going to touch a MAC
?uarterback with a bum knee,
ou're having enough trouble
getting your name known out of
the state.
Ego: I'm not worried about
that right now. I know my
offensive line will protect me
against Akron. I'm telling you,
I'm going to play, whether you
like it or not.
Alter-Ego: And it will be the
biggest mistake you ever made.
Once you blow out that knee for
good, people are going to forget
you ever exsisted.
Alas, poor Brian, I knew him
well...

KKG • KKO • KKG * KKQ » KKQ » KKG » KKG » KKG » KKQ

Choose from these classes:
First Aid
Free
Mon. & Wed.

7 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sign Language
$25.00
Wed.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Mixology
$40.00
Tues. & Thurs.
8 p.m.-9 p.m.
Beginning Piano

$20.00
Wed., 9 p.m.-lO p.m.
Thurs., 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Archery
$15.00
Tues. & Thurs.
8 p.m.-9 p.m.

Wardrobe Consulting

$20.00
Tues. & Thurs.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Golf
$20.00

Discover The Great

BREAKFAST

GET-A-WY

Mem., Tues., & Wed.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

o
o

Jenni Blind
Laura Moffitt
Melissa Pucket
LeaAnn Radford

b

The newest initiates of

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Bicycling

o

KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG • KKQ O

$15.00
Tues.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Beginning Needlecraft
$15.00
Mon.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Tennis
$20.00
Tues. & Thurs.
6 p.m.-7 p.m.
Mon. & Wed
6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m,

Beginning Photography

Beginning Typing

$40.00
Mon. & Thurs.
7:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

$15.00
Thurs.
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m

^a,
8&>

Congratulations

Cooking Right Along
$25.00
Mon., 6 p.m.-8 p.m.

For more information call 372-2343

Start the day out
right.
Relax, take your
time, and enjoy our
bountiful breakfast
spread. Featuring
our fantastic Egg
Toppers - a delicious way to make
your scrambled
eggs something spedal. A Fresh Fruit
Bar. And a breakfast bill of fare you
have to see to
believe.

MONDAY
THROUGH
TRIDAY

And for weekends
we have a $3.69
weekend buffet
with even more
great selections.
Remember, kids
10 and under
$1.59. Kids under
5 free. Served
Monday-Friday
until 11:00. Saturday and Sunday
until 12:00.

PONDEROSA

Bowling Green

352-1539
ONE LARGE
PIZZA WITH
ONE ITEM

Sunday - Wednesday
4:00 p.m. -2:00 a.m.
Thurs.-Fti.-Sat
4:00 p.m. • 3:00 a.m.

$5

99

l544LWoo*«SlrMt
352-0461

Limited Delivery Area
■r-

Our drivers carry less than $20"
J
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Ruggers dump
MCI three times
Falcon rookies dominate play
The Miami rugby football
team crumbled on Oxford's Harrington Field Saturday, and
Bowling Green swept them in
three matches with the Redskins
25-7. 3W), and 13-4.
"This is Just about the hottest
rivalry in collegiate rugby," Miami coach Doug Edwards said.
Past history supports his observation as the 25-7 score in the
critical first match marked the
first time in ten years that either
team had defeated the other by
more than six points.
"For a lot of guys, this is the
game of the season, and to beat
Miami by such a big score just
makes it that much more enjoyable," Falcon coach Roger
Mazzarella said.
Watching the first half of the
match, not many would have
expected the Falcons two win as
they trailed 7-3 at the halftime
whistle. Scrum half Mark Laimbeer gave BG the initial lead on
a penalty kick as Miami was
called for numerous penalties.
"They were Just trying to nuetralize Chuck Tunnacliffe (BG's
All-america lock), and he was
receiving some pretty cheap
shots in the lineouts," team captain Dave Meyer said.
TUNNACLIFFE left early in
the match due to a groin injury
as did winger Fred Parshall
with a head Injury.
Indeed, fully one-third of the
first squad was on the sideline or
in the match but playing at less
than full effictiveness due to
injury.
"I think this shows Just how
deep we are at every position,"
Mazzarella said. Bob Laird
and Scott Ault had some butterflies when they first came in for
Chuck and Fred, but after that
they just played super."
A try by wing Tom Price and a
penalty kick by Tim Quinn gave
Miami the first half lead and
their only points of the contest as
the Falcons reeled off 22 unanswered points in the second
half.
"Tactically, we were playing
well enough, but we needed to
adjust some attitudes at halftime," Mazzarella said.
"Miami had mush for a backfield," Laimbeer said. "To win,
we had to get the ball out."
LAIMBEER LED off the Fal-

■

cvf I

cons' rally with a penalty kick
and then broke away on the
short side of a scrum, feeding
flyhalf Scott Huff a perfect pass
for a try.
Center Mike Walsh, who Mazzarella said played the best
game of his career, chipped the
ball ahead on a short kick, recovered the kick, and blasted
through three defenders for a
try.
Laimbeer's conversion put BG
on top 16-7. Winger Vic Conti
added another try to BG's total
when he recovered a punt by
center Gus Saponari and beat
his opponent in a foot race to the
goal line.
Following Laimbeer's conversion, Walsh put the icing on the
cake as he Doomed a 35 yard
drop kick field goal.
Trie Falcon's offensive fireworks show continued right into
the second match as BG rolled
over Miami 39-0.
"With so many people hurt,
we had the opportunity to move
up a couple of rookies and give
them a higher level of game
competition," Mazzarella said.
Rookie center Bob Matelson
checked in with a try while prop
Ed Cvelbar anchored the Falcon
front row.
WINGER ROB Clark scored
two tries, while wing John Lansert and fullback Jeff Guy tallied one each. It was flyhalf
Steve Carte who provided most
of the offensive spark as he
kicked or ran in 19 points on two
tries, a penalty kick and four
conversions.
By the third match the 90
degree heat had begun to take
its toll as the Falcons worked to
a 13-4 victory in a sloppily
played game.
English flyhalf Haroon Khan
scored on a try, a penalty and a
conversion, while veteran center Shawn Sugden scored a try to
complete the Falcons sweep of
Miami.
The Falcons, now 9-1-1, will
travel to Athens this weekend to
take on Ohio University in a
three match series. BG holds a
27-14-1 edge in the series between the two schools with the
Falcons taking a 12-0 victory in
their last meeting which came in
the 1964 Mid-American Conference Rugby Tournament.
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<&REDKEN

$5 HAIRCUT
30% off PERMS
with this AD

ASK FOR PEGGY

products available

Photo, Roger Mazzarela
Bowling Green's Brian Kane tackles Miami University's Tim Murphy during last weekends rugby match in Oxford. The Falcons' John
Ustaszewski (left) and Larry Eiden (right) look on. BG swept the three-game series 25-7, 39-0, and 13-4.

• •••• It's Wednesday, Do You Know Where Your Parents Are??? j* • • • •
50* off Parents Weekend Special 50* off i

Director
3
-ati
Large
Today h
Union Foyer
p.n
9 a.m. - 5 D.m.

Must have picture ID to vote

OPEN
MONDAY-SATURDAY M0-5:30
THURSDAY'S TIU MO pa

Featuring: gaming
tournaments
mfgrs., auction,
demonstrations
movies, prizes
& more

To Cleveland

Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Coll now at 352-1195

•Two Bedroom Unfurnished
$265 plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage
All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at 0* and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-4:30

214NapoltonRd.

0|

'II

50* off I

^
'<*>

*

Spaghetti Special
1.95
(including Garlic Bread)
THCIRS. Lasagna Special
1.95
(including Garlic Bread)
SAT.
2 for 1 Special
4 to 8 p.m.
Two pizzas for one low price
DAILY All you can eat Pizza and Salad
3.50
Pizza«Subs«Salad Bar«Beer«Wine«
Soup»Bottomless Soft Drinks

440 E. Court

1 Block West of Campus

KEPT
CAMPUS

Leave The Driving To Greyhound

353-5982,

9

** °™s 413-B31-BB4Q

Going Home?

500 Lehman

50« off

1448 E. Woosier St.
(Across from Harshman)

ii

WEDS.

Special Guest gteve jaCkson
°

4:20 p.m.
7:55 p.m.

0
0
1

I

:|
i

50* off Old-fashioned
Ice Cream Sandwich for
Mom & Dad, vanilla only
free delivery or walk-In

c$o Here are some specials
*& you can't beat from
*
Puffs Pizza

Sept.

C mCt:

Leaves B.G.
Arrives Cleveland

3

WV^VWVWWrWVWVWVm>VArWMVVtfVVJ

140 E. WOOSTER
352-0800

Expires 10/1/85

irftatT

The ASPEN?nme Rib & Champagne Brunch
SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
ALL YOU CARE TO EAT BUFFET
ON LY $6.95 including beverage
O Prime Rib
O Champagne
C' Eggs Benedict
O Chicken Lorraine
C> Deep Fried French Toast

<5> Fresh Coffee Cake & Rolls
Ci> Cream Cheese
O Mousse
O Bagels
w Fruit & Juices

"Enjoy an incredible Brunch before the Game!
t »»»»•<»'

-ww
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Classifieds
StOrO-25. 'MS

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
ATENCION CLUB ESPAN0L
CONVERSAMOS A LAS 7:30
A etYUBB. 28 DE SEPTeTMBRE
Attention Al
ACM Meeting Wed.. Sept 25
7 30. 210 ►
Ala

BG News/September 25,1985 8

PRAIRIE MARGINS has opened for subrresaiona Al ta^dsrgraduato students may submit
poetry Action, art and photography to the
magazine DeeOtne lor tal aubmatalona la
October 30 Stall meeting Sept 25. 7:30
p.m.. 307 Henna.
RAQUETBALL CLUS
MEETING
Wad., Sept. 25. 8:45 p.m.
Near glaii courte In SRC

FOUND i set ol keys bet by a girl at me AMA
Booth al the Student Orgenuaeon Fat. Cal
354-8278 10 identity
LOST 1 pal ol CARRERA sunglasses S20
reward Cal 382-9230
REWARD - GOLD NECKLACE LOST N NEW
FRATERNITY - CONKJJN COURTYARD
SEPT 190i PLEASE CALL ANDY 2-8331

COME SAIL AWAY WITH THE SAILING CLUS
WED.. SEPT. 29. SrOO P.M., 222 MM, ALL
WELCOME TO ATTEND
Financial ManiQlrmiH Aesoclattoti
MormabOnal meeting tonight nRm 114 BA. al
7.30. Find out what we can offer you'
Jsfrsn Jonee ol the BOSU Muelc Dept wi
■peak on "TuneaMn women The Law and
The* Uvee." Thuraday. September 28, 7 30
Capital Room/Unon FREE A OPEN TO THE

pueuc
"'Japanaaa CM)"'
AM etwderrla Intereiled In Jepeneee culture
am aalcaan to the 1M tun-tllled meeting
kept 26. 100 p.m Commuter lounge. Moeety. Soeo m mtte Imaaul
Make Your Own Career Opportunltlea - Join
ENTTtEPRENEURSMP UNUMTTEDI Meeting
tonlgnl at » p.m. In 112 BA HiMdlno,
MEETING FOR ALL
REGISTERED CLUB SPORTS
PRESIDENTS: Wad., Sept. 25, 7:30 p.m.
202 Memorial Hal

NOTICE" MEP PRE-REGISTRATION MEET
NO" Al elementary ed majors and elementary
ed spec* ad. dual and triple majors who
appled lor Spring. 1985 MEP are expected to
attend the Pre-Reg Meeting, Thuraday. September 26. 7 30-8 30 pm . 515 Lite Science
BUg BE THERE"
STUDENT OflOANLZATIONS
LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
Wednesday. September 25
10 30- 1i.30a.m
Alumni Room. University Union
•How to Run an EtlecOve Meeting''
Or Teuneo Akana - Poetical Science -Director ol the Mock UN Program at BOSU
Sponsored by the Office ol Student Activities t
Orientation

SCHEDULE FOR PHOTOGRAPH ID
APPOINTMENTS
Al mam campus students wB have their photographs taken the weak ol September 23 m the
Racket Room ol the Recreation Center lor
university Identification cards The first letter ol
your Mel name wB determine your scheduled
ana.
Monday 23 Sept A mm G 10 am 8 pm
Tuesday 24 Sept. H thru M. 10 am 8 pm
Wednaaday 25 Sept N thru S. 10 am 8 pm
Thursday 20 Sept . T thru Z 10 am 8 pm
Friday 27 Sept . MAKE UP. 10 am-8 pm
Saturday 28 Sept. MAKEUP. 10 em-8 pm
Students must present one ol the toeowing at
the lima ol that picture taking.
1. a vafcd Drivers License
2. a State photo IdentMcation card
3 • bath cerWcate
4 apeeeport
Flraejnda students wel have their pictures taken
October 7 and October 8 at Fralands
THE FANTASY AND WAROAWNQ SOCIETY
ol BOSU welcomes you We meal tna and
every Friday ol 01a semester Meetings are
held at the Oft Campus Student Centerfbase
mem ol Moeetyl General buelness meeting al
6.00 p m and gaming toSowa DAD. TRAVELLER, STAR TREK. Morrow Protect and many

UOAI Interested in Ova elderly or gerontology
BsaT7 The undergraduate Gerontologlcal Assec la hokang Its first meeting Wed . Sept 26
at 8 30 p mm 102 Hama Hal.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost - 2 sweaters at Fan Feat 1 leal vest. 1
purple oartjoar. Please cal 6547 or 6642

SERVICES OFFERED
FOUTS TYPING
$1 page (OS) on carnpua pick-up 4:00 p.m.

669 2579
Have you heard "THE SYSTEM"? We set the
standards tor musical entertainment Compel
«ve rates Light show Qualtv sound Cal ua
lor your ne«t bash Phone 353-4705, ask tor
Dave
"THE SYSTEM" DISC JOCKEY SERVICE
PORTABLE TOILET RENTAL
Free pickup S detvery
362-7318
Pro'eeekwel typing done on an IBM. Your work
wB be stored on dajkette ready lor leal minute
changes or corrections Sl'DS page 'Cal
Tereeal 1-874-1461

Attention al Recreation Majors and anyone
Mereeted Be at 119 Epp Canter on Thuraday. September 26 at 7:00 pm lor Ova
Racraaflon Majors Association (RMA) Meeting
We need you and your creeOve ideea Please
coma to make new Inende. gain experience
and become saormed about RMA sctMtlss
AnenOon SAE's
Thanks tor a lantastic tea on Friday night! DO'S,
SAE's, Togas, and Crucial DEC are a greet
rxmbMOon' Gel psyched for Greek Weekl
Love, Pie Pee Goes
Cindy Tartz
What an awesome Candy Stnper' You should
become a nurse Wrfhoul you, I would have
been runrwvg Into wale' Thanks A lot Amber

Corvjratiasoona Sigma Nu Mud Tug teem First
pace Greek and overs! carnpua champion
Way to go Brotfiers ol Sigma Nu
Conoratueseone Sarah Roush and Beth Parry
tor making Orientation Board'
Your Proud KKG listers

Expires 10/8/85
998 S. Main
352-4162

Congratulaaona Phi Mua on winning Ova Sig Ep
Mud-Tup spall award'
Dana.
Thanx tor the second chance hon. You won't
regret it Thinge wB be batter than ova same.
Don't worry Love Arwaya. REB

We deliver 7Mam to 9" weekdays, 7" lo 10"
Saturday, No delivery Sun.

Deve DM,
Thinks tor the WHO time et FUI Island Satut
day Looking forward to Greek Weekl Suet

^M^M^sy^^^^H^^
HI, tVEBENI Uhttt ) OUT GARAGE
HAvl WW KEN? y\ «AHING

I

VaSmHurt

FROM THt LOOK \(K. A TRIBuTt TO
ANOTHER ERA.

The BG News

A TOASTER

FROM A WN UWEN
MEN KNEW TO DESIGN
HDISEHOLD APPLIANCES
IN A UIND TUNNEL'

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible lor postal service delays)

OEENA,
Since you're anvays on probation, stay away
from Darter's, beware ol thoee SAE'S. and gel
ready to calebrsle your 20th birthday with me
second annual passing ol the trsehcanlll Sea
ya tonne. Vtoa President and Secretary

LOMQROENE,
YOU'RE THE GREATEST!! I KNOW YOU'LL
MAKE A SUPER DISTRICT 5 USQ REP
DTF LOVE A MINE ANNE

DEE ZEE CAB STUFF TEAM—
WE DO IT LAST YEAR. LETS DO IT THIS
YEARi GET READY TO STUFF, STUFF.
STUFF! LET'S SHOW EM HOW ITS DONE I

Stark (Not
Ttienks lor a very aKmuMtkig conversation leal
Thurs night' I'm glad Oval I dated Ova wrong
number' Hope to see ya soon, it not maybe ri
kaujvase to maxSe! again! Love. Ten L. Ashley
■senses Lenten.
Congratulations on winning Sig Ep Autumn
Oueenll So much excitement In one day — a
date party data. Queen, a tumble In the mud.
and an Alpha Oam Victory. But did you have
to top H oft with a trip to the hospltsi ri You
are the beat big ever (even N you are a
cripple)! Thanki tor always being there. I love
yaalll Yew "little roomie", JennWer

Doctor Dan: How much wood — I'm a city girt. I
want to gat drunk tonight. Ova kegs won't fit in
there, no rope — I don't want you to gat wet
met way: I'm at! sober — a glass ol Wad
Turkey? Sure1 You're so parted because you
found what I needed, and who says a lent has
to be up to have fun In It? Boy, Dr. Dan, you
aura do know how to operate, I can't wait 01 my
next appointment Love. Mmdy
DOUG RUCH - Thanks tor a great Ome
Saturday! I had a btast ( hops you did too
love, Sheeey

Mtchele Roundel -1 cent tel you enough how
excited I am that you pledged Kappa I hope
you can IHd al the napcansss a Menoahipe Oat
I have found being in KKG 0 you ever need an
open ear or a friendly ernes, I'm always here
Love. Holy Romen

TACO TACO TAC0
3 tor II 00 Irom 8-11 p.m.
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
HAM ST.

Nancy Wright.
Congrats on your initiation' I am ao proud ol
you, honey' You are now an awesome stud' Al
of your hard work haa paid of! Are you reefy
gong to be Chi OS President?
Love ya lots' Judi
NEW FU IMTIATESCONGRATULATIONS ON GOING ACTTVEi
-ME LAME

So you're 19. B.F.D. Have a emurt-reinbow
day. Aids. Kill Beck
FALL INTO
FALL INTO
FAU.WT0

PM MU SOFTBALL TEAM
Congrats tor Ova first game,
on beating the Alpha Xi'a
There an't a doubt si our minds.
Owl you're Ova team to be
WNh a second game upon ua.
Ova teem the Alpha Phi's
Everyone puled together.
and the score was eleven to three
But another game approaches,
we're aura you al agree
It's Owl time to win again,
and bring home another victory'
GET PSYCHED!
Your OX Coaches. CoMn S Todd

Faa Mer chandae arriving daily
check us out
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge Street
GOOD LUCK UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS:
BARRY WUROLER - DISTRICT #2 REP
ED SNOOOHASS - OFF-CAMPUS REP
TROY OHEENWALT - DISTRICT #3 REP
ELECTIONS WEDNESDAY SEPT 2501 VOTE
AT UMON OVAL 9 am-5 p.m.
LIBRARY 5:30 10 00 pm
GOVERNMENT HOMES from SI
|U Repair) Also oeenqusnt tax property
Cat 1-805-687-8000 Ert OH 9849 tor IrrtorOftEEK WEEK '85
Celebrating BGSU". 75th Anniversary
Men. Sept 10- Sat. Pet S

Ffok teaman,
Congratiavanne on a great win egeine! Mam.
good luck at season
Your broOiers ol Those Cta

IE HOCKEY OFFICIALS EXPEPAENCE NEC
ESSARY - STOP IN INTRAMURAL OFFICE 108 HEC CENTER

ROGER ANO BRIAN.
MAKE US A DEAL WE CAN'T REFUSE
LOVE, "THE DEAL SEEKERS"

aVTIWDUCMa THE OUTSTANDING
FALL PLEDGE CLASS OF THE
ALPHA TAU OMEGA FRATERNITY:
AM BECKERT
ROB BEYER
CHRIS BROWN
DAN CARTER
CHIP CHARD
KEITH EIPPER
CHRIS QASKINS
JOEQILLEN
P. SCOn MANGE
SCOTT NOLL
TODO RICHARDSON
JIM SFERRA
MARK WD0OWORT
CONGRATULATIONS PLEDGES
Wl'W PROUD 0»YOUII

Rush Beta Thete Pi Li' Sat
Tonight!! 7:00-8:00
SCOTT: THANK YOU FOR A WONDERFUL
VISIT TO FUI ISLAND! HANG IN THERE YOU'RE DOING GREAT!
I LOVE YOU. MELAME
SELUNQ 1 SALES MANAGEMENT CLUB
Announces The*, let Meeting
Wednaaday, Sept. 25th. 7:00 p.m.
Assembly Room, McFall Center
Oueel Speakers
MareheO Nose — Unhr. Placemen! Officer
Dr. Ran Fodley - Cooperetrva Educ. Office
Share In the Voice
ol the Students
USQ ELECTIONS TO0AY

Kxnbsrso - Thanks for a great Ome al Fl
Island I cant wait until Greek Week I hope lo
aae you soon Love. Joe

SHHHI MUM'S THE WORD!
SHHHI MUM'S THE WORDI
SHHHI MUM'S THE WORD!
SsjEps,
Congrats on puertg-oft another very successful
Mud-Tug We're glad wa ware there to celebrate wAti you aflerwarde. Thanx for a great tea
Friday na»i Love, the Phi Mua

Kitty. Mary Jane. Sue. Paula. Ann. Kathy. Klki.
Kathleen. Kathleen, t Pern, Thanks for pawing
such a great weekend The campout was
FANTASTIC' Now that's selerhood si Its BEST!
Love. Your PN Mu Sisters
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CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

17

Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

16
20
22
23

(For billing purposes only)
Please ortnt your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

24
26
29
30
31
33
37
40
41
42
43

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear
Wanted
Campus & City Events'
Help Wanted
Lost & Found
For Sale
Rides
For Rent
Services Offered
Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for on* day for a non-profit event or meeting only.
Dates of Insertion
Man to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone 372-2601

45
47
50
5i
52
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

DOWN
i Tug charge
2 Ceyionese
lemur
3 Pan ol USMA

WEEK '15
WEEK '15
WEEK 15
When you ask for change, who aslene — and
takes ecOon? UNOERORADUATE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT Share ai Ova voice Vote tor on
and off carnpua district rspraaanasMves
Weda Sept 25 ai the Union Oval 9-5 and Ova
Ubrary 6:30-10.

TACO TACO TACO
3 for J1 00fromS-11 p.m
EVERY WEDNESDAY NsOHT
MAIN ST.

0OVERNMENT JOBS SI8.040-S5O..230'yr
Now Hiring Cal 1-805-6876000 Ext R9849 lor current federal 1st.

36 NYC subway
line
36 Components o
teeth
39 Eared seal
44 Before China
46 Make thin
47 Sip
48 Over

WANTED: Two parent's day show tickets Cal
Debbie. 354 8992
4 tickets tor Leflerman September 28
Cal 354-1410
I need a roommate! Apt 15A Fruee Nice I
bedroom. $ 1 75. si utaWee part Cal Bryan at
352-7927
I NEED 4 Ockets to the Robert Klem ( The
Lenermen Show Any seaOngl Cal Andy 25481
1 er 2 lamella to auM*
than one btocfc from carnpua. Spring semester only. 1238 tor one or S11S lor two 1
electric. Carl 3S2-3400

HELP WANTED
H-CAR Iratruclors needed Must have vaad
Oreo driver's scenae. 5 yrs. Hourly rate & use ol
car Apply 123 E Court St. BQ between 8 304.30. M-F
Need Math tutor tor course 127 Evenings Cal
392-3282
Detvery person needs car
Cal 354 2154 or 352 0528

FOR SALE
Lames 3 spaed Huffy, $50 00 Maple dresser
Wooden desk 1 wal mirror. 3 It x 8 It Cal
354-7127
1978 Renault Le Car 4 spaed. AM-FM Cast
Vary good condition, rune wel. groat gas
rnlsage S8S0 00 Cal after 3 30 p m 3543501. ask tor Ed
FOR SALE: TECHNICS RECEIVER
45
WATTS. DIGITAL. PRESET STATIONS ANO
MORE. EXCELLENT (X5NOITION $225 00
PHONE 353-2609
4 tickets to Lenermen concert
Reeerve Seats
eel 352 6151 or 372-8231

Edited by Trade M.chrl Jaffe
1
5
10

WAS THAT A DATE PARTY OR WAS IT A
CIRCUS?

1 mate roommate needed lor house on E
Wooeter across from Sigma Nu Cal 881-8378
or 352-8000

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NOTICE: The News win not be responsible (or error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error In your ad The news will not b*»
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions

VOTE TODAY
For USQ on and off campus
district rsrjreawiesa'irei
LWon Oval 9-5 » Ubrary 5 30 10

Attention Ladles I I need to dance lor you
Pamea. birthdays, and small get-togethers are
my apecavty Male dancer. For more Into 372
3482

RICK NEMAN 112
CONORATULATIONS!
ANO THANKS'!"

Harassed
Lookout'
Moslem prince
Nests
Robert
Ol an entire
plant or body
10 Conlnct
11 Oily
12 Be affected
1*3 Persians'
neighbors
19 Ernie, the hero
columnist
21 Constituent of
snake ton in
25 Sumptuous
26 Loser to the
tortoise
27
about
28 Run-down
29
ol time
30 Triumphant exclamation
32 Haggard novel
34 Fairytale
opener
35 Astronaut
Armstrong

•■•VOTE'"
LOBQROENE
USQ DISTRICT 5 REPRESENTATIVE
"•VOTE"*

SIGMA PHI MUD TUG VIDEO
TONIGHT STARTOvO AT 10 P M
Catch al the scllon
on our wide screen TV
NO COVER CHARGE
MAIN ST

QUESTION: WHO WILL BE THE BEST FRATERNITYISORORITY PAIRING DURING
GREEK WEEK?
ANSWER: FIND OUT AMD TAKE PART,
MON.-SAT.I

4
5
6
7
8
9

TrkJa Capn Jual wanted to let you know
aornehow Oval I the* you are super I miss ova
tseUng end Ova smiles I could write an essay ol
thinge I want i need to aay to you but pieeae
remember one thing. I'l always care
Love. Holy

WANTED

SIGMA PHI MUD TUG VIDEO
TONIGHT STARTHO AT 10 P M
Catch si the action
on our wide screen TV
NO COVER CHARGE
MAIN ST

ACROSS
Shut forcibly
Bugbears
Typflo. (SflCf
of gw
En ten* i net
Imogen*
Dickinson of
Amherit
Toward the
sheltered side
Toward the
mouth
Genet ally
accepted
Great selection
Cream or berg
Three: Comb,
form
Opts
Good boy'
Jack
Stock!
acronym
City on the Red
River
spumonti
Antoinette, to
fnends
Location of
prosperity^
Rue. lor one
Summers, in
France
Unspoken
Marked with
streaks
Emulate
Gulliver
Aptitude
Heavenly altar
Past
Bout with a
refrigerator''
Darts, in a way
Hebrew lyre
Cash drawer
corn
Dickens
character
Otherwise, to
Burns
Slithery
Story

TO EVEAYBOOV INVOLVED IN MAKING ROM'S aSSTHOAY THE MOST uraJElltVABLE
0AY« OF MY LIFE: THANK YOUI THANK
Y0UIV0U OUYt ARE THE SCaTHI
Tom Cunningham.
Camping on Saturday was 'eery great.
I'm ao raspy Oat you ware my data!
Drinking tequan punch end swinging
over Ova pond.
Marry fun memories of which I'm vary fond1
Dancing and drinking - we sure ted kve
We were Bom to be Wad. 1B8SI
Low). Lym
PS Do you warn to do shots?

LSAT ' MCAT ' OMAT * ORE
NET • CPA PREVIEW ■ NCLEX
STANLEY KAPLAN ED CENTER
NO 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
HI 9) 538-3701 TOLEDO

Hay You Poinde rt er' Caught you rearjno Ovese
dadbum gossip OdMs again Gat psyched to
"Feat the Spin soon And Ms Mann is NOT
too skinny' 8 C or Jack Lowe

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and Individuals.

Tarry (Fieri) S Ftockln' Robin.
Our Mp lo Ff Wand was an adventure we«
never forget. T-N-T (what a dynamic pair) Be
Boppfn' Room I Ms (bseeve It or not) bend data
- 0»» fumest F» loursome! Let's gat purple
and go fleferig eorneOrnei Love your F» datea.
Tern* Holy
PS Don't forget lo leed the fish

PtaMu'S,
Thanks tor al your cheerng at Mud Tug. we
reefy apprecaae al your support The Brothers
of ThetaCfa

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY
DAVE BOWERS
LOVE. YOUR ATO BROTHERS
HEY ALPHA BELTS - WASN'T THAT A WHO
PARTY??

RATES: per ad are 60" per line, $1.80 minimum
50' extra per ad for bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

Total number of days

LaaAim Rsdtord What a birthday - turning ig
A becoming a KKG active al m one day' Thanks
tor being such a doe I couldn't hava made II
through mese Ural weeks ol school without
you. KKG love. Hcay Raman

Oat excited tor a great week' We love you1
Love, your Dee Oee eaters

ANYONE KNOWING OF A GOOD DENTIST
PLEASE CONTACT "SHARKY" AT THE
DELTA SHELTER

CONORATULATIONS SKMA NUI
•1 MUD TUG TEAMI
Great tob Deve, Mark, Nell, Joe, Dare, S Jim

50* off 1 dozen
Doughnuts with coupon

KetyMemn

PERSONALS

Congrats Alpha Gemma Daks Mud Tug team on
your victory last Friday and to Molieae Lenech.
1985 Autumn Queen We're so proud ol you1
Love. The AGO Pledges

The Getaway

KKO-ZBT GREEK OLYMPIAD a coming aoonl
Saturday. October 5
CcaaoaPark 12-3
W» you survive?
KHT-WA
The) • to tea you Oval I'm the ajctdeet gat In
BGSU because I have you' Love always. CAT

Dee Gee Neophytes
Amy Pee»

LOST: Stoavaleea bkieleen jacket with corduroy trim Lost si Waal Hal Reward1 Cal 3723836 or 207 Prout

49 Lazes
53 Former Alaskan
governor
54 Scarlett 5 home
55 Frenzied
56 Befuddled
57 Flanders
58 Whodunit name
60 Violinist Bull

ANSWER TO PflEVIOUS PUZZLE

BEST OFFER 2 L.Ian. Chairs, shadow box.
hurvomer. kitchen table. 1972 Yamaha 260oc.
needs work $50 Cal 352-4223
Women's Sue 5 brown laeOver Jacket Exceeant
rorvJOon $30 Cal 362-2764
Stereo with AM/FM radio, turntable. « 8 track
with stand Cal 352 2505 from 8 5

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apartment close to University alaoa
1 room efflctency with uWtee, paid, 352-5822

Heart
Healthy
Recipe
MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP
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1 3-pound Irynog ctiic*an. I
and cut into serving pieces
2 cupt canned tomatoes
1 clove oarkc. minced
'/i cup cl>opped onion
V> cup canned madly not California
chiees. dfcax) (or '-i cup tor a
milder flavored soup)
2 cups caoked. drained pinto
beans or garbanzos
Place ducken pieces in a large
saucepan Add enough water to
cover Cook unW tender, about 25
minutes
Remove chicken pieces Irom the
broth and put «i the tomatoes,
garac. onion and cfnlies Slide
chicken meal off the bones and return meal to the broth Add beans
and simmer about 15 minutes.
Yield, about 2 quarts
Approx cal/serv.; 1 cup - 190
t tortilla > 60

